
Sunstone Engineering’s New Battery Welding
System Paves Way for Copper and Nickel Tab
Welding

Sunstone Engineering introduced a new battery welding system, the Omega PA250i, which can

successfully weld copper and nickel tabs to power cells.

PAYSON, UT, UNITED STATES, July 23, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sunstone Engineering, a

manufacturer of micro welders, announced the completed development and introduction of a

new battery welding system, the Omega PA250i, which is capable of successfully welding copper

and nickel tabs to power cells.

The Omega PA250i includes new welding technology, developed by Sunstone, that clears a path

for battery manufacturers to utilize pure copper or nickel tabs in the production of power cells.

The high conductivity of copper tabs improves the performance of the power cell. Prior to the

release of the Omega PA250i, battery manufacturers were limited to mixed metal tabs with less

efficient conductivity but easier for the production process.

“The Omega opens up new possibilities for battery manufacturers,” says Jonathan Young,

president of Sunstone Engineering. “They can take advantage of the conductivity benefits of

copper or nickel tabs without affecting production levels. With an Omega, our customers can

develop a significantly more efficient power cell and produce it just as easily as any other. A

better power cell helps our customers stay competitive in today’s tight markets.”

The Omega PA250i can be configured in three different ways to match the needs of the

manufacturer. For research and development, the stylus configuration provides the lab with 5X

optics and pulse arc welding technology. For mid-size production facilities, a weld held

configuration may be more suitable. And for large-scale production facilities, the Omega PA250i,

with its PLC capabilities, connects to a CNC-mounted weld head.

As with many of Sunstone’s micro welders, the Omega PA250i is controlled by a mounted

touchscreen interface. The operator can digitally control all aspects of the weld, from power to

waveform to agitation. Specific to the Omega, when the operator enters the type and thickness

of the metals to be welded, the Omega will automatically set the weld parameters for an

optimum weld for that combination of metal and thickness.

“The specificity of the Omega is the key to why it is able to consecutively produce optimum

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.sunstonewelders.com
https://sunstonewelders.com/product/250i2-ev-battery-welding-system/
https://sunstonewelders.com/applications/batteries/ev-battery-welding/


welds,” says Young. “Sunstone has advanced weld control far beyond what our clients expected

even a year ago. A successful weld, for any type of metal or combination of metals, is the result

of being able to adjust and tinker with every known contributing factor. And now, with the

Omega, the technology is automatically adjusting the welder based on the materials involved to

create an optimum welding result.”

The Omega’s digital control also provides the operator with the ability to save welds, and then

load and apply those settings to similar jobs in the future. Weld settings can also be cloned from

one unit to another, which saves time in setting up production processes.

About Sunstone Engineering

Sunstone Engineering LLC designs, engineers, and manufactures high-tech micro welding and

engraving solutions for many different industries. The Sunstone product line includes laser,

pulse arc, capacitive discharge, AC, linear DC, HF inverter, and hot bar reflow welding systems

that are used in a variety of research and manufacturing fields and industries. Sunstone welders

are used by Apple, NASA, MIT, GE, HP, Lockheed Martin, Boeing, and multiple government and

military agencies. For more information visit www.sunstonewelders.com or call 801-658-0015.
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